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In this paper we establish the global existence of classical solutions of the 
first-initial-boundary value problems for some classes of nonlinear partial 
differential equations applying one of the small energy techniques. 
Let Q be a bounded domain in iw” with a sufficiently smooth boundary 22. 
Points in Q are denoted by x and the time variable by t. 
Consider the first-initial-boundary value problem: 
u” - Au - Au’ = f (u, uzi, ZL,,~~, d, Z& , z&z,) (0.1) 
XEQn, t > 0, 
(*) 
=(x7 0) = u&), up, 0) = u&x), XE-Q, 
21 la.0 = 0, t > 0, 
where ’ = 2,faf, A dcnotcs the n-dimensional Laplacian and J(...) is the 
following; 
It is assumed that Ai ) Aij , Bi , Bij are constants and p, p’, qi, 4:: , yii , r& are 
positive integers with p’, qi , v-1 > 1. 
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The aim of this paper is to prove for (*) the uniqueness of solutions in a 
certain class of functions and the global existence of a (classical) solution with 
the data u0 , z+ having some smoothness and smallness properties. 
Many fine results were established for semilinear and quasi-linear equations 
of evolution and wave equations by the several authors (cf. Chadam [l], 
Morawetz [12], Pecher [13], Reed [14], Sattinger [15], Segal [16], Strauss [18], 
von Wahl [20], etc.), although we do not report the details of them here. 
In particular, Sattinger [15] discussed the global existence and the decay 
for the semilinear equations with the first-order dissipation; 
U” - 1 Uij(X)U,,5j + Oru = b(u) (a > O)7 
ij 
and further, quite recently Matsumura [lo] proved such theorems as above for 
the quasi-linear cases; 
UC - 1 U,j(X, t, u, U,$ ) U’)U,& + cd + b(u, u,, , u’) = 0 (a > 0) 
ij 
with the small data. The positivity of 01 is essential in those papers. And in the 
one-dimensional case Greenberg et al. [8], Greenberg [9], and Davis [3] have 
studied the equation which is our model, 
PoUft - %GkT - &xc = 0, (0.2) 
where p. , h are positive constants and E(y) is a positive function of y. This 
equation is significant in describing a local statement of balance of momentum 
for materials for which the stress 7 is related to strain U, and strain rate u,~ 
through the constitutive equation 
where 
7 = c&“) + Au,, ) 
They established the existence and uniqueness of generalized solution of mixed 
problem for the equation. Now, Tsutsumi [19] has generalized this equation to 
u”fAu-Llu’=f, 
where A is a quasi-linear elliptic operator of the second order, and has proved 
the existence of weak solution. Clements [2] has improved the regularity of the 
solution of the above type of equation. And the time-periodic solutions are 
obtained for these equations. But note that our results obtained here are the 
existence theorems of classical solutions to (0.1) which contains nonlinear 
terms of u,&+ . 
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From our results we can see that the equations, for example, 
u” - Au - Au’ + u’(Au)~ + (Au’)4 c 0 
admit the global solutions with the small data. 
In [19] and this paper the linear term -Au' (which is called “strong dissipa- 
tion” in this paper.) plays an essential role. And from our aim of generalization 
of (0.2) the assumption of the term is reasonable. 
The interesting and significant point of the result is that it allows us any order 
terms of the higher derivatives ZL,~~~ , ,h,~, in (0.1). In this connection the author 
thinks it gives an answer to a question from, e.g., [l] for nonlinear wave equations 
of second order with nonlinearities also depending on D2u and L&c’. 
However, apart from these phenomena, the author &inks it is interesting to 
generalize (0.1) to equations with quasi-linear strong dissipation of the forms 
U” - AU = C a,j(u, axi 3 ..‘)zL~,~,~ . 
i .j=l 
Although it is an open problem we should study it in forthcoming work. 
Our plan in the paper is as follows. In Section 1, we make some fundamental 
notations and prepare calculus lemmas with the use of the Sobolev embedding 
lemma. In Section 2, we prove the assertions of this paper. For the uniqueness 
we apply a new technique. For the existence we employ the so-called aP- 
Galerkin method (cf. Ebihara [5, 61.) t o make the approximate solutions, and 
prepare some classes of functions which guarantee the stability of solutions. 
The main tool is an application of a simple differential inequality obtained from 
the original (0.1). In Section 3, we make some remarks concerning the generaliza- 
tions and the blow-up of solutions. 
Although we treat a rather typical form (0.1) the method in this paper mill be 
applied to various classes of nonlinear equations of evolution of first and second 
order. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we prepare some notations and lemmas for the convenience of 
the proofs of the theorems in the following section. 
We may assume that function spaces P(Q), C,=(S) (=%), ,@(Sr), Lz(Qj, 
@(Q), W(Q), Wz(Q), Cz(O, T; f@(s?)), Lz(O, T; f@(Q)) are known, where i, W: 
are positive integers and T is a positive constant. 
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Here we put 
(*t * *>z F <(--d)z-, . ->, I * 1; f c.9 - 9; 
where (. , ..) denotes the duality relationship between H-Z(Q) and I@(Q). Then 
we know / . jz defines an equivalent norm to the space fir(Q). We identify these 
spaces. Note that if u, z, E 9 we have 
(u, D)~ = s, (-O)lu - v dx = s, (-LI)~I~~u - (-A)“z’“v dx, 
where 11, la are positive integers with l1 + la = 21. From the well-known 
Sobolev embedding theorems we have the following important calculus lemma. 
LEM~ 1. Let 1 be an integer with 1 > [n/2] + 1. 
(1) If u belongs to gz(Q), th en u shouZd belong to /3”@) (I = [n/2] + 1 + m) 
lul Bmtaj < Const I u II . U-1) 
(2) If u, z’ belong to Bz(Q), then (~)~(v)j belongs to fiz(Q) and satisfies 
I(4%J>i II < c I u IE I u 1; ? U-2) 
where i, j are positive integms. 
(3) Let Vj (j = 1, 2,..., Z) be multi&dices of the form vi = (v~,~ ,..., vi,J 
and let us denote 
Suppose that u1 belongs to B[?“/21+“+1(.Q) (N > l), and ua ,..., uI belong to 
f?~Fa~l+N(Q). The-n if&, I vj 1 < [x/2] + N + 1 holds, we have 
For the proofs we refer to Dionne [4], Mizohata [ll, Chap. 71, and Sobolev 
[17]. In particular, in (1.3) setting uj = u (j = 1, 2,..., I) and applying Leibniz’ 
formula we should have 
I u” II < c I u II In lY.7 v 2 w21 + 2) (1.3)’ 
for each positive integer m inductively. 
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Throughout this paper we assume that k is an integer with k 3 [n/2] f 4. 
Here applying these estimates and using the generalized Schwarz inequality 
we find for the nonlinear functionf in (0.1) that 
where C, , Cij , Ci , C$ are Sobolev constants and U, ZI E E@‘(Q). Note that the 
estimates 
I ‘ZJ ItI S C I v lk, (k, < k,), [ 7&, lj& < c [ v /i;+l 1 v I;--’ 
are used in the above. The former is an application of PoincarC inequality and the 
latter is a consequence of (1.3)‘. 
For brevity, we put for s > 0 
for U, v E Ip”+l(Q). 
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Now in the next, applying those techniques we also have, 
And further we have, 
where @r(s) (S > 0) is a polynomial of s having the analogous properties of 
@ds>- 
One sees that the functions @,, , @r are increasing on [0, CXI) and satisfy 
Q,,(O) = @r(O) = 0 and therefore the equations, 
@cd4 = 1, q(s) = 1 (s 3 0) U-5) 
have one and only one root, say, 6, , 6, , respectively. These estimates are used 
to estimate of afiat and the numbers 6, , r p y 6 la an important role in proving 
the existence part. Here we put for E > 0, 
S’ = ((24, v) E [B”+yQ)]“; 1 u I&, + 1 “0’ 1; < 2}. 
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Now we know the equality 
UP _ q-‘P _1 (u _ +p-1 + uP--8o f uP-3o? + . . . + ,,,P-1) 
y=- (24 - e) F&4, v) 
holds and hence, we may put 
UP’ _ @P’ E (u - v) G&i, v), 
The functions Fi , Ffj , Gi , Gij denote polynomials, respectively. Here we note 
the following is valid from Lemma 1: 
for u, v E @(!2) and w E 9, 
for u, v E Z!@(D). And we denote S(E), Y(E) by the roots of ,j 
Y&) = 1 - E, Y&) = 1 - E (0 < E < I). (1.8) 
Inequality (1.6) is useful in proving the uniqueness and (1.7) is necessary for 
the existence part. 
For the convergences of the approximate solutions we apply the nest lemmas 
without proofs. 
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LEMMA 2. If a sequence Of functions {Uj(t)> C Cl(O, T, f%“(Q)) satisfies 
supj suPtoro,f iI %(t)lz + I @)I3 -=C + cm. Then .we have a choice of subsequences 
of (u&)) h’ h n w zc co vuge to some function u(t) E CO(O, T; &(.Q)) weakly in &i(Q) 
and the convergence is uniform in t [5, Lemma 41. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that 0 < T < + c~i, then the space Cl(O, T; &+1(Q)) is 
compact in the space C”(O, T; ak(Q)). 
2. THE THEOREMS 
Using these preparations we prove the uniqueness and existence theorems. 
We first prove 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u(t) is the solution of (*) belongilag to C1(O, T; 
l@+l(Q)) A C2(0, T; I-@&?)) with the data (u. , z+) belonging to A%; where So is 
the root of so(s) = 1 (s > 0). Then we huve 
(u(t), u’(t)) E 90 for everiy t in [0, T]. 
Proof. Taking the inner-product of I@(Q) between the both sides of (0.1) 
and u’(t) we have, 
w, U’)k + (u, q?c+1 + I u’ I;,, = (f@, U,( > %ioj , 1*‘, &.< 9 fdc,,j), 4r * 
Then by applying (1.4) it follows that 
&(I u’ Ii + I u IECl>’ < I u‘ l;+l{-l + @oo((l 24Ii+1 + I u’ I;,““>> 
and since cD~O((I u. jE+r + 1 U, l#s) < 1, the function I u’(t)]: + 1 U(t)/:+, should 
be nonincreasing from the continuity and thus have the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u(t), v(t) are solutions of (*) belonging to the same 
class of the Theorem 1 with the initial vahes (u, , uJ, (v. , vI) belonging to S” 
where 8 = min(8, , S(,)/2). Then we have 
/ u’(t) - v’(t)]; + 1 u(t) - v(t)/; < C(E, 8, T)(j u1 - vl 1: + I u. - v. 13. 
Proof. Putting w = w(t) = u(t) - v(t), we get 
ZfY c= 4w + 4zu’ + wy&, U,< , UZiXj) + v’{140w .F(J(u, v) 
+ B,.w’G,(u’, v’) + 1 Biw&(z& , a:> 
$- C Bij~~~~~Gi&b~~~ , vLizj) 
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and hence it holds! 
i(l .zu’ 1; + 1 w 13’ + 12 1; 
= (W’fi(% %+ 3 hTi,>> w’jo 
+ v’ AowF& v) + 
( i 
c A~W,z~i(u,~ ) e,Jl , w“) 
* ‘0 
$- C Aij(v’W,i~~F~j(U,i., 3 ~s~xj), W’>O 
+ Bo(w’Go(u’, v’), w’)~ + C &(w;~G~(u~~ , z$), w’jo 
f 1 &&4,,~Gij(4,,; , .u&rj), 40 - (2.1) 
Here note that since (uO , u& (z+, , vl) belong to S” we have 
(u(t), u’(t)), (v(t), fq>) E S” 
from the analogue of the Theorem 1. Therefore it should hold that 
S2(4 1 u(t)\:+, + 1 u’(t)l; < 8” < __, 
4 
s%(E) 
I ~wl~+l+ I WI: < 8” d __ 4 
for every t E [0, T], 
and thus, 
S2(4 
I u’(t)lf + I v’(t)lE < T < S”(E) 
and therefore it holds that 
Yo((l tl-‘@>\I -3 I v’(t)ly) < 1 - E for t E [O, T]. 
Now we estimate the terms of the right-hand side of the equality (2.1) in order, 
+ V’Fij(U,i,j 3 V$ixj)Wkj 
)I 
(integrating by parts) 
0 
d .uQ I w’ lo I w I1 + J%@) I w I1 I w’ I1 
< 9 {[ zu’ 1,” + 1 w If} + ; 1 w’ 1; + Eo(E, 8) ( w 1; 
d E,(E, s){I w’ 1; + I w I;} + ; I w’ I;, 
1 BO(W’GO(U’, v’) w’)o 1 
< E&8 I w’ I;, 
) 1 ~i(~&Gi(4.~ , 4J, w’>o 1
< ; 1 zu’ 1; + E&E, 8) I w’ I:, 
/ 1 Bij+iyzjGii(di.zj > 6riej>, W’h I 
= ) -C Bij (w& 3 & GU(Ykizj , z~~i~i)w’ + Gij(Ubisj 7 Vki~j)Wh,), 
(integrating by parts) 
< ; 1 w’ 1; -+ Elo(c, 8) 1 w’ 1; + ) c Bij(G&:izj , o;,,~)v~.~, w:i),, 
(applying the inequality (1.6)) 
< 5 1 zu’ 1; + EIO(E, 8) 1 w’ 1; + 1 w’ 1; . Y&l u’ If + Iv’ 13”‘) 
< ; 1 zu’ 1; -1 Elo(e, 8) I w’ 1; + (1 - E) 1 ‘in” 1;. 
Consequently, we have the following differential inequality 
${I w’ 1; + / zu I:]’ + 1 zu’ 1: 
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that is, 
Thus the Gronwall lemma yields the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Note. We used in the proof that zc(t), v(t) belong to Cl(f), T; p(Q)) since 
h > [n/2] + 4. 
COROLLARY. The sohtio~~ of (*) is unique in the sense of the Theorem 2. 
Now we turn to the existence problem. To avoid the complication of the 
proof we divide it into a few steps. 
Putting (&,(x)} as the eigenfunctions of (-4)k7a on @*(Q) set uIL(tj = 
CL XdWY I where (X,,Y(t)) are the solutions of the systems of ordinary 
differential equations: 
(4 > Cvh = i% + 4 > 4V)kfl + (f (%I 7 @,Lp; ? --), (bvh > 
%(Oj = i %$” I 4(O) = i MY. 
v=l V=l 
Here it is assumed that for us , ~1 belonging to @+-l(s?), 
%(O) -+ uo strongly in I@+4(L?), (2.3j 
4(O) - Ul strongly in Z+(G), 
respectively. Mfe know from the regularity off and the fact {&jt C &f”(G) f~ 
C-(Dj that (u,(t)) are many times differentiable in (x, t) E G x (0, T,], where 
[0, .T,J is the existence interval. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that there exists T > 0 such that for {Qt)} 
SOP ,=;nT,tI fWlk + I Wlktl f i dt)ili+l) < +a (2.4) 
ad supU SUP~[~,TI I 4(t)lk+, < ~(4, where Y(E) is the root of U,(s) = 1 - E 
(s > 0). Then me have a solution of (*) belonging to Cl(O, T; E?k+1(Q)) n f?(O, T; 
I-Fc(.q’>!. 
Proof. The procedure is entirely analogous to the proofs in [3,4]. At first 
by differentiating two times both sides of (2.2) and substituting ~:~)(t) for & 
and (for brevity) omitting the suffix p, we get 
160 
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and therefore applying Lemma 1 and using (2.4), we have 
< Const(1 + 1 uc3) Ilc-t + / ub Ik+r - 
In particular, we used there the fact 
I(u&,J2 Ike1 d Const 
< Const 
+ 1 Z&(3) lkl + YII,(l 24’ lt+d I J3) Ik+l. 
I up Ik - Ia” Ikfl 
I u” l7c+1 - 
Hence from the assumption lu,(l u’ jk+J < 1 - E we should have 
&(I u’3’(t)li + I u”(%,,)’ < Const(1 + I ~‘~‘(t)lE + 1 u”(t)IE+r]. 
And thus it holds that 
I uF)(t)lE + I ~~@)I~+,, < Con@ + I uf’(O)lE + I uXO)lL)- 
The boundedness of the right-hand side of this inequality follows from the 
boundedness of (u,(O)), (u;(O)) in the space I@+,(Q) (from (2.3)). The remaining 
part of the proof is the routine work of applying Lemmas 2 and 3. Q.E.D. 
Here we put 
where 8, = min(S, , Y(E)) and 6, , Y(E) are the numbers in (1.5), (1.8), respec- 
tively. And moreover, let us put 
IV1 g ((24, V) E [El”“(Q)]“; / U I:+, + 1 W I:+1 + / W 1: < (81)” - (6’)‘). 
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Now under those preparations we prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that (u,, , uJ belongs to 
S” n W. n WI n [(Bk+d(Q)]2. 
Then the problem (*) has one and only one solution. in the class 
Cl(O, co; fW(Q)) n P(O, ~~3;f+(sZ)). 
Proof. We employ the preceding approximate solutions (u,(t)> with the 
initial data 
f%(O) - %I strongly in I-i7C+4(Q), 
$L(O) -+ Ul strongly in IPt4(a>, 
respectively. Now we can see from the continuity of the fun&or& which 
define S, W that 
(uJO), u:(O)) E S8 n W, n WI n (f@+*(Q) x 8k+4(i2)> 
holds for large p(>,uJ. Here we obtain for (uJt)) that 
in its existence interval by joining (2.2) and the differentiated equality. Since 
(QO), zdL(O)) belongs to Ws , WI, we have 
Therefore the left-hand side of the above differential inequality should be non- 
increasing function and thus the existence interval will be extended as far as 
desired. Hence, we have 
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at the same time we have 
SUP SUP I Wlk+l -=c ~(4 
iravo tskLT1 
(from & d Y(E)) 
for every fixed T. 
Consequently, applying Theorem 3 we have a solution u(x, t) belonging to 
Cl(0, T; Z@+l(s2)) n C*(O, T; I@(Q)). And further from the uniqueness (since 
(us , z+) E S6.) and the arbitrariness of T we have the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
3. REMARKS 
Remurk 1. We have the analogous theorems for the equations of the form 
24” = Ll(u -t 24’) $ f -j- g(x, t)(1 -!- u” + (UJ’ -+ (z4sizJ”“>, 
where f is the same in (0.1) and g(x, t) is sufficiently smooth and satisfies 
Jr (I g(t)ik + ! g’(t>J dt = small. Using the decay ofg,g’ we reduce an integral 
inequality and lead to some algebraic problem. 
Rmmk 2. We should have the analogous theorems for the system of 
equations: 
d = & + u’) +-f&4 Kci , %,Zj , fJ> si , %!i2j , -.), 
v” = @ + %‘) $ f*(* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .)* 
Remark 3. The author does not know if we can obtain parallel results for 
the initial-value problem of (0.1). 
Remark 4. For particular cases of (0.1) we have the blow-up theorems. 
For example, 
u” = .Ll(u + 24’) + (Lluy 
admits the blow-up solution. 
In fact, setting A, 4(x) as a minimum eigenvalue of --A on fir(G) and corre- 
sponding eigenfunction (+(x) > 0, s+ dx -= 1) and y(x, t) e ~-u(x, t) 4(x) dx 
we get 
y” + Ay + Ay’ = 
I 
(du’)*p$ dx, 
and if y’(x, t) 3 0 we have 
fly’ = j- (-A+$ dx z; [j- (-Au’)~P+ dx]“” [j. cj dx]- 
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at this time, we have 
and therefore by utilizing the methods of Glassey [7] we will have the statement. 
The author does not think that the results obtained here are the best. That is, 
one may have the existence giving the initial data which are more released forms. 
And the author thinks it is an open problem whether we can obtain P-solution 
or &solution (weak solution!) with the data in such classes as L", i@ for our 
Eq. (0.1) excluding the special cases. 
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